Here is a list of 50 architecture books for practising architects, future architects and architecture buffs: 
With a majority of standards books coming with overwhelming details, The Architecture Reference and Specification Book contains vital information in a format small enough to carry around. It streamlines the data provided in standard books and includes the most requested and indispensable architectural data. Courtesy Of Julia McMorrough. 


The architecture of light: architectural lighting design concepts and techniques. A textbook of procedures and practices for the architect, interior designer and lighting designer. 337 Pages


The Architecture Chronicle sets out to define the role of the contemporary architect in the light of these changes. Most books on architecture start when a building is complete, carefully editing out any evidence of the design and production process. Read full description. See details and exclusions - The Architecture Chronicle: Diary of an Architectural Practice (Design. See all 2 brand new listings. Qty The Architecture Chronicle book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. During the last 30 years, technological, social, economic and e...Â Start by marking â€œThe Architecture Chronicle: Diary of an Architectural Practiceâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading, Read. The Architecture Chron by Jan Kattein.